AGENDA
Regular Meeting
Historic Preservation Commission
August 19, 2019
Monday, 4:30 p.m.

Robert N. Page Municipal Building
Aberdeen, North Carolina

1. Call to Order
2. Approval of Minutes
a. June 17, 2019 Minutes
3.

New Business
a. COA-19-15, Review of Application of Certificate of Appropriateness for
major works improvements to the chimneys, roof, and proposed fencing,
not previously approved on property located at 502 E. Main St.

4.

Other Business

5.

Adjourn

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES OR IMPAIRMENTS
WILL BE MADE UPON REQUEST TO THE EXTENT THAT REASONABLE NOTICE IS GIVEN TO
THE TOWN OF ABERDEEN

MINUTES
Regular Meeting
Historic Preservation Commission
June 17, 2019
Monday 4:30 p.m.

Robert N. Page Municipal Building
Aberdeen, North Carolina

The Aberdeen Historic Preservation Commission met on Monday, June 17, 2019 at 4:30 p.m.
for their Regular Meeting. Members present were Chairperson Mollie Wilson, Dell Crumpton,
Christian Crumpton, and Ernestine Chapman. Staff members in attendance were Planning
Director Justin Westbrook, Senior Planner Kathy Blake, and Administrative Assistant Maria
Carpenter. Citizens in attendance were Brian Bowles, Molly Twigg, Terry Moore, and Cliff
Dranhan.
1. Call to Order
Chairperson Wilson called meeting called to order 4:30 pm.
2. Approval of Minutes
a. April 15, 2019 Minutes
Ms. Dell Crumpton asked to have hard copies of minutes sent out or have available to pick up.
Ms. Dell Crumpton made motion to approve minutes, Ms. Christian Crumpton seconded motion.
April 15, 2019 minutes approved.
3.

New Business
a. COA-19-09, Review of Application of Certificate of Appropriateness for installation of
solar panels at 300 E. Main St.

Swearing in of speakers by Danielle Orloff. Persons sworn in were Molly Twigg, SolarTyme’s
Cliff Dranhan, Terry Moore.
Director Westbrook gave presentation of COA for Solar Panels, describing the home at 300 E
Main St and type of solar panels and where they will go. Director Westbrook described
guidelines for historic homes and roofs. #7 is of particular importance to make sure that solar
panels meet criteria.
Director Westbrook went over 3 options for Motions. Staff does not have any recommended
motions at the moment. Director Westbrook made slide presentation of the home, it’s location,
and where the panels would be on south/southeast corners of the house toward the driveway.
Also proposing possibility of 4 panels on southern side of house. Staff report gives electrical

requirements. Solar panels would be above existing roof. DIrector Westbrook recommended
applicant get chance to speak. Ms. Chapman asked for applicant to speak.
Cliff Dranhan from SolarTyme gave presentation on the home and where the solar panels will
be located. Mr. Dranhan stated that SolarTyme has engineers that work with them to make
sure structural is ok. Panels would hook up to hot water heater and electrical. Mr. Dranhan
stated the panels will not give off glare and have more of a skylight appearance. Mr. Dranhan
stated that SolarTyme has picked the area on the house that will have the best structural
abilities, the panels will sit flush with the roof so they have the proper air flow. SolarTyme also
picked the direction to get best amount of light. Ms. Dell Crumpton asked what is distance
between top of roof and panel? Mr. Dranhan stated that it depends on county guidelines, but
would be a minimum of 18 inches per fire code, the panel thickness is ~ 3 inches. Company will
be using micro inverter, so extra energy can go back to Duke Energy. Mr. Dranhan stated all
anyone would ever see are panels themselves. Energy would flow into home by single wire
system. Ms. Christian Crumpton asked how easy to remove if someone wants to sell. Mr.
Dranhan stated for 20 panels about 3-5 hrs for removal, 6-7 to reinstall. Ms. Dell Crumpton
asked if need to remove shingles to install? Mr. Dranhan stated only in area attaching to roof is
where you’d remove shingles. Chairperson Wilson asked the weight of 1 shingle? Mr. Dranhan
stated they are 41 lbs. each panel, about 25 by 16 foot. They are covered on top to give good
hail resistance. Ms. Chapman asked do they blend in or stand out? Mr. Dranhan stated it will
depend on roof color, if black like this one they should blend well, they won’t have glare, should
look like skylights. He stated the customers, the Rings, wanted something to blend in. They
choose 20 panels for best energy use, cost. SolarTyme will restore roof if customers were to
move and take panels. They do stay with home if sold and warranty is transferable. Discussion
on exact placing of panels. Mr. Dranhan said that 4 of the panels placement would depend on
structural engineer recommendation, but would be on same side as other and least visible
location possible. Ms. Dell Crumpton asked if any solar panels already in historic district?
Planner Blade said No. Ms. Dell Crumpton asked if there are any historic districts that have
that? Planner Blake responded that some have them, put them on house facing away from
road.
Chairperson Wilson stated that in a motion she would like to see it added that panels are in
positions described today.
Ms. Dell Crumpton made motion to approve:
-Certificate of Appropriateness COA-19-09 is compatible with the historic aspects of the
Aberdeen Historic District with respect to the following criteria:
● Roof shapes, forms and materials subject to the following conditions:
○ that there be 20 panels as proposed in application on south facing main roof and
additional 4 be on same surface or on south side of front roof adjacent to south
gable.
Motion seconded by Ms. Chapman. Motion unanimously carried 4-0.

b. COA-19-10, Review of Application for Certificate of Appropriateness for major exterior
renovations and landscaping at 206 N. Sandhills Blvd.
Director Westbrook received some revisions and printed off new COA, will not be double
doors, just single door.
Director Westbrook gave brief presentation on COA-19-10 for Artisan Market to alter and
enhance building. Point of clarification, front will be Sandhills side. Front door will be
single door. (see staff report for details)
206 N Sandhills Blvd. Director Westbrook showed slide presentation of building
location, and current photos of the property showing changes. Majority of changes will
be cleaning of debris, limewash of brick exterior detail, mortar and brick repair work.
Director Westbrook showed pictures of limewash that applicant is proposing, stated it is
recommended for historic buildings.
Director Westbrook stated the exterior changes would consist of debris clean up and
landscaping, replacing shingles and awnings, 2 barn style lights and matching windows.
Center door will stay single door. Rear of building: will paint brick light grey, removal of
HVAC units, brick and mortar old HVAC unit holes. New aluminum black door. They will
not be replacing glass around doors now, as it was not glass there originally, just brick
work. They will put rosemary in beds.
Terry Moore of Bell Manley (real estate agent) asked to say a few words. Mr. Moore
thanked Senior Planner Blake and Director Westbrook for their help. Mr. Moore stated
that Molly is a remarkable business woman, military veteran wife, Molly wants to keep
integrity of old buildings. Mr. Moore stated that he is impressed with how Aberdeen
wants to help young entrepreneurs.
Molly Twigg presented information on her business. It will showcase about 75 local
vendors, can also use space for satellite businesses. Husband is military and was
stationed here in August. She is hoping to work on building and bring it back to life. Ms.
Twigg stated it has some remarkable historical features like bow tresses. Ms. Moore
stated that the front was going to be double doors, but glass door company suggested
against it. It will now stay the same single door. She stated that the metal roofing
already exists, she just wants to add it to awnings to make it more consistent. Biggest
problem with building is inconsistencies. Chairperson Wilson asked what color is roof
and are you going to maintain it? Ms. Twigg replied yes, she wants it to match
commercial windows on front side of building, for safety and aesthetics. Chairperson
Wilson asked if windows will be black aluminum and not vinyl? Ms. Twigg stated that is
correct, black or dark grey and aluminum.
Ms. Twigg also stated that a tree fell on building and needs to be cleaned off, a lot
weeds and grass that need to be cut and trimmed. She stated that no large limbs will be

removed, just cleaning and trimming work. Poplar side already has beds built in, just
want to clean them up, add mulch and add rosemary. Roof on back, we will replace
asphalt shingles. They are charcoal color. Old HVAC units will be removed and
replaced with one unit that you can’t easily see from road.
Chairperson Wilson asked if painting on back will all be the same color? Ms. Twigg
stated no, trim will be painted white, and brick will be light grey. Chairperson Wilson
asked if she will be painting front of building? Ms. Twigg stated no, that will be limewash,
just painting some trim work which will stay white and paneling will be painted grey.
Chairperson Wilson wanted to know what they will resurface parking lot with? Ms. Twigg
replied with asphalt like it is now, it’s just cleaning it up and resurfacing and lining for
parking. Chairperson Wilson expressed concern about limewash, because not
appropriate to paint brick in our historic district. Ms. Twigg stated that the building has
been really let go, would have to use a lot of chemicals to clean the brick. She still
wants the brick to show through but use the limewash to hide some imperfections. She
stated it is more of a protector for the brick and not to color it. Ms. Twigg explained
limewash process and that it’s not really changing the color, just protecting the brick.
Other historic districts have done this.
Ms. Dell Crumpton left meeting at 5:30 pm.
Chairperson Wilson stated she likes it all except the coating of the brick. She asked if
they tried to clean it, that she would rather they try to clean instead of limewash. Ms.
Twigg stated that they are going to clean it, but don’t think they can find a matching
brick, and that the limewash would help with mold.
Chairperson Wilson asked for list of materials being used in repairs. Discussion on
cleaning the brick, using a chemical wash, no high pressure instead of using the
limewash, Chairperson Wilson would prefer that they try cleaning first. Ms. Twigg stated
the limewash would make it more aesthetically pleasing.

A motion was made by Ms. Ernestine Chapman to accept motion Certificate of
Appropriateness COA -19-10 is compatible with the historic aspects of the Aberdeen
Historic District with respect to the following criteria:
● Can clean out front of building on Sandhills, install aluminum doors and windows,
tin roof, barn door lights, not to effect integrity of building with mounting. Front
trim to be painted white and paneling to be painted light grey, and asphalt repair
as presented. Cleaning of landscaping plan as presented. Sides - cleaning and
white trim, removal of HVAC equipment and replacement with brick to match
existing brick as closely as possible, and landscaping as presented. Poplar side
- repainting of facade in light grey, replacement of fire door with metal door,
removal of HVAC units with brick and mortar and paint to match, lighting
attached without affecting integrity of building. Trim painted white, and

landscaping as presented. Installation of charcoal/black aluminum door from
front to rear center of building. Replace asphalt shingles to match existing as
best as possible.
Chairperson Wilson seconded motion. Motion carried unanimously.
4.

Other Business

Staff has not received permits from Methodist church at this time.
Discussion of moving and removal of house. Justin has call in and will discuss in next meeting.
Discussion of setting annual meeting schedule and whether to meet in July. Director Westbrook
stated meeting schedule should be set with annual schedule if want a July meeting.
Chairperson Wilson stated will leave July meeting up to TOA. Director Westbrook said we
would take this week to look at any COA and see if necessary.
5. Adjourn
Ms. Chapman made motion to adjourn meeting. Ms. Christian Crumpton seconded motion.
Motion carried unanimously.
Meeting is adjourned at 6:32 pm.

_____________________________
Administrative Assistant Maria Carpenter
Minutes were completed in draft form
June 21, 2019

____________________________
Chairperson Mollie Wilson
Minutes were approved on
August 19, 2019

Town of Aberdeen
Planning & Inspections Department
115 North Poplar Street, Aberdeen, NC 28315, 910-944-7024

STAFF REPORT
TO:

Historic Preservation Commission

FROM:

Kathy Blake, Senior Planner

SUBJECT: Certificate of Appropriateness (COA-19-15) for 502 E. Main St.
DATE:

8‐19‐2019
Applicant: Rick & Lisa Varney

Property Owner: Rick & Lisa Varney

Location: 502 E. Main Street
Historic Designation: T.M. Benoy House (C41)

Local Designation: Yes

Existing Land Use: Residential Single-family

Parcel ID: 00057373

PIN: 857018325159

Request: For a certificate of appropriateness for a major works application, Rick and Lisa Varney
request to:
1. re-build exterior brick chimneys;
2. re-roof house & porches with historic looking metal (tin) roof or possibly cedar shake roofing if
not prohibitively expensive;
3. fence the property: white, wooden, 4' high picket fence.
a. Fencing to begin at back corner of house 18" from property line abutting 504 E. Main
St., fence to continue to property marker at road, across front of house to line
intersecting with opposite corner of house.
b. Fence to then run straight to corner of house, then straight across to 2' from property
line abutting 500 E. Main St.
c. Fence to then run down that side of property to 2' from back property marker.
d. Gates:
i. (2)-4' white, wooden, picket fence,
1. (1) at side of front porch where fence then crosses to 500 E. Main St.
side of property and
2. 1 gate half-way down 500 E. Main St. side of property fencing;
ii. (2)-6' white, wooden, picket fence sections halfway across front fence line
running toward 500 E. Main St. (this is our driveway to access the back of
house*) AND
4. keep (4), current 6"x6" wooden porch posts. Applicant provided a diagram included with this
report.
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Historic Description From National Register Nomination:
Built: ca. 1893
List Number: C-41, Contributing
T.M. Benoy House; simple gable-front frame house clad in asbestos siding; triple pile with three-bay
façade; porch has tapered classical posts on brick piers at corners, slender square-section posts between;
triangular knee braces; apparently built for T. M. Benoy.
Design Principles & Guidelines Relevant to the Proposal - Residential Buildings:
Porches, Entrances & Balconies: Front porches, entrances and balconies are distinguishing features of
historic building and enhancements of their architectural character. The various functional features of
porches and entrances, including steps, handrails, balustrades, columns, pilasters, brackets, spandrels and
roofs, each add stylistic adornment and provide interesting detail. Originally, the front porch served to
keep the entrance dry and provided a place to escape the summer heat. The front entrance and the
balcony, together with the front porch, represent the important first view of the property and should be
preserved in their original state.
Aberdeen’s most prevalent historic house style is the Bungalow, which features a wide sweeping front
porch. Turn-of-the-century Colonial Revival-style residences may feature a front portico and a side porch
with matching details instead of a full front porch. Nineteenth-century, Queen Anne-style residences
display broad verandas that wrap around two or three sides of the house. It is never appropriate to enclose
any of these front porches or a balcony because it would so drastically alter the historic character of the
building. The enclosure of a side porch is discouraged but, because it is less prominent, might be
approved for certain purposes – a sun porch, for example – if the building’s architectural integrity is not
compromised and the porch’s identity is retained.
Because of the exposed nature of porches, entrances and balconies, routine care and maintenance is
required. It is important that all wood surfaces be kept painted to prevent moisture damage. The floor,
originally built with a slight pitch for proper water drainage, will wear better if the slope is retained.
When a porch, entrance or balcony – or any constituent feature or detail – is damaged beyond repair it is
important that replacements match the originals in material, texture dimension, design and color. If a
porch, entrance balcony is missing for some reason, property owners may want to consider replacing it
with an accurate reproduction of the original or a new design that is compatible with the character of the
historic building and site.
Roofs: Roof form and pitch are among the major character distinctions of historic buildings. Whether
flat, shed, hipped, gabled or arranged in a combination of these forms, the roof is an essential element in
the perception of the overall building. Pattern, scale, texture and color of roofing materials further define
the character of the roof as do features such as chimneys, dormers, gables, gable vents, balustrades and
turrets. The overall form of historic roofs and their historic features are important to preserve;
consequently, it is generally not appropriate to alter the roof shape, eliminate significant features or add
new features.
The most widely used roofing materials in The Aberdeen Historic District are asphalt and fiberglass
shingles. These composition shingles may be original to some houses, such as bungalows. In other
instances, asphalt shingles are replacements of earlier roofing materials. While most original or historic
roofing materials, including wood shingles, slate, and tile, are no longer extant in the Aberdeen Historic
District, there are some examples of original pressed metal roofs.
The care and maintenance of the roof is critical to the preservation of a historic building. A leaky roof can
compromise its structural integrity and accelerate the deterioration of a building’s interior. Routine
COA-19-15
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maintenance should include inspections twice a year to look for signs of deterioration: worn edges and
ridges, bubbling of shingles, popped-up roofing nails and the accumulation of moss or debris on the roof
surface. Another sign of asphalt or fiberglass shingle deterioration is the collection of mineral granules in
the gutters. Metal roofs require inspection for watertight seams and a sound paint film. Life expectancy of
metal roofing can be extended with the application of an elastomeric coating. This type of treatment is
preferable to replacement, as prefabricated metal products for roofs often fail to copy the detailing of
historic metal roofing.
Roof flashing provides watertight joints where roof planes change or protruding features such as
chimneys, vents and dormers interrupt the roof surface. The source of most roof leaks is deteriorated or
improperly installed flashing. Tar or roofing cement is an inappropriate substitute for properly installed
flashing. The contemporary technique of weaving the shingles at roof valleys has a less attractive
appearance and also deteriorates more rapidly than traditional metal flashing. Copper, galvanized sheet
metal or aluminum with a baked enamel finish is more appropriate flashing choices in the district.
Gutters and downspouts should be cleaned often and kept in good repair to facilitate roof drainage.
Seamless gutters with baked enamel finish are an appropriate choice within the historic district when
replacing damaged gutters or adding new ones. Built-in gutters should be repaired rather than covered
with new roofing materials. Downspouts should empty away from the building to keep water away from
the walls and foundation. Splash blocks, made of stone, concrete or slate, below downspouts can direct
water away from the building if there is no below-grade foundation drainage system.
Reducing heat build-up on a roof will increase energy efficiency and may extend the life of roof shingles.
One means of reducing roof heat is through the use of a powered ventilator; however, passive methods
(e.g. shade trees) may perform equally at less cost. In the historic district, unobtrusive, low-profile
ventilators should be placed in inconspicuous locations like rear roof slopes to minimize their visibility.
Existing wooden gable vents are historic features that should not be concealed or replaced with metal
vents.
A number of Aberdeen dwellings retain highly decorative brick chimneys. These feature fine
craftsmanship in the corbelled brickwork at the top of the chimney. Historic chimneys should be
preserved, repointed as needed and maintained.
In most cases the Commission will apply the guidelines as follows:
1. Retain and preserve historic roofs, their materials, dimension, pattern, form, color, texture and
detail, that contribute to the overall character of the building, including their shape, line, pitch and
overhang, as well as distinctive features and details, such as dormers, chimneys, concealed
gutters, cornices, soffits, eaves and gable vents.
2. Maintain and protect historic roof materials, surfaces, features and details through appropriate
maintenance and repair. Repaint previously painted metal roof features and surfaces in colors
appropriate to the historic building.
3. Repair deteriorated or damaged historic roofs and roof materials and features through traditional
methods. It is not appropriate to remove a distinctive roof feature, such as a chimney or dormer,
rather than repair it.
4. Replace deteriorated or damaged roof materials and features, only if deteriorated beyond repair,
in kind – matching the original in material, design, dimension and detail. Where possible, limit
replacement to the deteriorated section only rather than the entire feature. Consider compatible
substitute materials only if it is not technically feasible to replace in kind.
5. Replace a missing roof feature with a new feature based upon accurate documentation of the
original feature or a new design compatible in material, design, color, size and scale with the
historic building. It is not appropriate to introduce a roof feature or detail in an attempt to create a
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false historic appearance.
6. If the addition or replacement of gutters and downspouts is needed, install them with care so that
no distinctive building features or details are concealed, diminished or lost. Except if they are
copper, select new gutters and downspouts that are painted or finished in an appropriate color.
Replace in kind distinctive half-round gutters and cylindrical downspouts.
7. Introduce contemporary roof features, such as skylights, vents, solar collectors and large
antennas, only if they can be located so that they do not diminish the overall character of the
historic roof and building. Select locations on secondary elevations out of view from the street.
Masonry: The majority of dwellings in Aberdeen are of frame construction but have masonry elements
such as foundations, porch columns and chimneys. Brick, native stone, granite, terra cotta, slate, tile,
concrete block and stucco are typical masonry materials used for a variety of historic district site and
building features. The texture, scale, color, bonding pattern, joints and details of masonry surfaces all
contribute to the general character of historic building and provide a source of permanent beauty. Brick
and native stone are by far the most common masonry materials found in The Aberdeen Historic District.
Original chimneys are significant features of Aberdeen’s historic houses, varying from very tall brick
corbelled chimneys to simple native stone Functional, decorative chimney caps add to their character.
Preservation of these chimneys provides both aesthetic and safety benefits. Masonry foundations are also
typical in the Aberdeen Historic District. Foundations are often distinguished from the walls they support
by a change in pattern or texture – a water table or distinctive band of bricks. Some foundations have been
painted and many are screened by plantings.
Foundation cracks may occur as houses settle. Severe problems, such as large cracks that go through the
masonry, bulging or sagging walls, unlevel bricks from one corner to the next and sagging interior floors
and walls may require the consultation of a mason or structural engineer with preservation experience.
When entire sections of masonry units are damaged or missing, it is important to match replacements to
the original as closely as possible in material, color, design and dimension. Replacement in kind is not
usually a problem.
Masonry surfaces are quite durable and require minimal maintenance. Recommendations for cleaning
and repointing are addressed in the commercial section of the guidelines.
In most cases the Commission will apply the guidelines as follows:
1. Retain and preserve historic masonry materials and features, including their color, texture,
pattern, form and detail, that contribute to the overall character of a building, site or district,
including chimneys, foundations, walls, roofs, steps, retaining walls, walkways and terraces.
2. Maintain and protect historic masonry materials, surfaces, features and details through
appropriate maintenance, cleaning and repair methods as needed.
3. Repair historic masonry mortar joints by repointing them if the mortar is deteriorated or missing,
or if there is evidence of moisture penetration. Carefully remove loose and deteriorated mortar,
using hand tools, prior to repointing. Repoint mortar joints with new mortar that matches the
original in color, composition, strength and texture, duplicating the appearance of the original
mortar joint. Consider masonry coatings and water repellents only if traditional repointing and
repair techniques are not successful.
4. Replace historic deteriorated or damaged masonry materials and features, only if deteriorated
beyond repair, in kind – matching the original in material, design, dimension and detail. Where
possible, limit replacement to the deteriorated section only, rather than the entire feature.
Consider compatible substitute materials only if it is not technically feasible to replace in kind.
5. Replace a missing masonry feature with a new feature based upon accurate documentation of the
original feature or a new design compatible in material, design, color, size and scale with the
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historic building or site. It is not appropriate to introduce masonry features in an attempt to
create a false historic appearance.
Fences & Walls: Fences and walls are significant features of the landscape that are constructed to help
give definition to a historic building site. They serve both decorative and utilitarian purposes. The
traditional front-yard fences, though not extensively used in Aberdeen’s early twentieth-century historic
district, were made of wood, cast iron or wrought iron. Painted wooden picket fences with gates were
most common at the turn of the century. The pickets were usually thirty-six inches high with posts about
six inches higher. In Aberdeen, brick or stone retaining walls were often used to maintain the integrity
and topography of the street plans. Privacy fences and taller walls were often used in rear side yards and
backyards to delineate property lines, to confine animals, to protect planted areas and to provide visual
screening. These utilitarian constructs were generally built of solid wooden uprights, woven wire or
simple pickets and were not visible from the street.
Preservation of existing fences and walls demands ongoing maintenance and repair. The life span of both
wooden and iron fences will be extended if fence lines are raised slightly to separate the bottom edge
from ground moisture, and if fences are protected by a sound paint film. Decayed pickets or boards
should be replaced with decay-resistant or pressure-treated wood. The latter should be properly seasoned
to make it hold paint. Pickets are typically stained, painted white or painted a trim color that complements
the house. To discourage rust and corrosion of iron fences, loose paint and rust should be removed with a
wire brush and fences primed immediately with an appropriate metal primer. Iron fences should then be
painted in a traditional dark green, black or brown. It should be noted that cast iron and wrought iron
fences can be reproduced. If replacement is necessary, a variety of traditional iron fencing is
manufactured today. Brick and stone walls should be repaired and maintained in similar fashion as
exterior building walls. The guidelines for masonry provide additional information.
The proposal of any new fence or wall for the purposes of privacy or enhancement of a site requires a
zoning permit in addition to an approved COA. Within the historic district, the proposal is reviewed for
compatibility of design, materials, scale, color, location and configuration with the character of the
historic district or site and the principal building. New front-yard fences are generally not encouraged in
the district, since they were not typically employed in the early part of the century. However, in rear
yards, simple picket fences, woven wire fencing and solid privacy fences constructed of vertical wooden
uprights may all be considered. Incompatible contemporary materials such as vinyl or metal chain link
fencing and imitation masonry are not appropriate fence and wall materials to consider for district
locations that are visible from the street. Aluminum security fencing has become a popular option for
back yards. Aluminum fences are often more contemporary in style and therefore are not an appropriate
substitute for wrought iron fencing traditionally located at front lot lines.
In most cases the Commission will apply the guidelines as follows:
1. Retain and preserve historic fences and walls, their materials and features, including stone, brick,
wood and cast iron that contribute to the overall character of a building, site or district, including the
functional and decorative elements and details of fences and walls such as gates, pickets, pillars and
posts. It is not appropriate to cover or replace historic wall or fence materials with contemporary
coatings or substitute materials.
2. Maintain the historic masonry, wooden or metal elements of fences and walls through appropriate
methods for the material.
3. Repair historic fences and walls, as necessary, through traditional repair methods for metal, wood, or
masonry, accordingly.
4. Replace damaged sections of historic fences and walls only if deteriorated beyond repair, in kind to
match the original in material, size, shape, dimension, pattern, texture, color and detail. Where
possible, replace only the damaged or deteriorated portions rather than the entire feature. It is not
appropriate to replace historic wall or fence materials with incompatible contemporary substitute
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5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

materials such as artificial siding, plastic panels, landscape timbers, railroad ties, corrugated metal
and vinyl or metal chain link fencing.
Replace a severely deteriorated or missing historic fence or wall, only if it is deteriorated beyond
repair, with a new fence or wall based upon accurate documentation of the historic feature, or a new
design compatible with the historic character of the building or the historic district.
Repaint previously painted or stained fences and walls in colors that are appropriate to the historic
building or site.
Construct new fences and walls, if necessary, in traditional materials in locations and configurations
characteristic of the district. Ensure the height of new fences and walls are consistent with the height
of historic fences and walls in the district.
Limit the introduction of privacy and security fences to rear yards and side yard locations behind the
mid-point of the building. Construct the fence so that the structural members of the fence face the
property of the individual erecting the fence. It is not appropriate to replace historic wall or fence
materials with incompatible contemporary substitute materials such as artificial siding, plastic panels,
landscape timbers, railroad ties, corrugated metal and vinyl or metal chain link fencing.
It is not appropriate to locate vinyl or metal chain link fences in front yards or other locations where
they are visible from the public-right-of-way, as they are inappropriate to the character of the historic
district and are incompatible landscape features. Where possible, screen existing chain link fences
with vegetation such as ivy, climbing roses, wisteria, evergreens and shrubs.

Request and Suggested Motions: Staff request the Historic Preservation Commission consider the
request for Certificate of Appropriateness COA-19-15 and recommend approval, denial, or approval with
conditions using the recommended motion format and identifying findings of fact.
The motion should proceed as follows:
Certificate of Appropriateness COA-19-15 is compatible with the historic aspects of the
Aberdeen Historic District with respect to the following criteria:
•
Roof shapes, forms and materials
•
Materials to be used (texture and patterns, color if authorized)
•
General form and proportions of buildings and structures
•
Appurtenant features and fixtures: lighting, walls, fences, landscaping (if authorized)
-ORCertificate of Appropriateness COA-19-15 is compatible with the historic aspects of the
Aberdeen Historic District with respect to the following criteria:
•
Roof shapes, forms and materials
•
Materials to be used (texture and patterns, color if authorized)
•
General form and proportions of buildings and structures
•
Appurtenant features and fixtures: lighting, walls, fences, landscaping (if authorized)
Subject to the following conditions: __________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
-ORCertificate of Appropriateness COA-19-15 is not compatible with the historic aspects of
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the Aberdeen Historic District
Recommended Conditions: None
Enclosures:

COA-19-15

COA-19-15 Application with Written Description of Work
Materials and Color sheet provided by Applicant
Vicinity Map
Aerial Map
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